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Notes from President Pat - Keeping
the threads strong with Facebook
I have lived in the USA, in Scotland, in England and most of all, in
Australia. I have family and friends spread all over the world. The
thread of friendship is kept intact with people who live close
simply by meeting at the shops, making a phone call, being
together at the Hub or sharing a meal or a coffee.
But how do I keep the threads connecting me to friends overseas
from fraying or even breaking? I use Facebook. I don’t know how
many people I have heard say, “Oh, I don’t trust Facebook. It gets
to know too much about people.” That isn’t my experience at all.
I use Google as a web browser and I’m pretty sure it knows far more about me than Facebook. How do I
feel confident about Facebook? Because I keep it very private, and I stay in control of it.
Firstly, almost all of my Facebook friends are actual friends – people I have met in person, whose company
I have enjoyed and who I trust. I have a long list of “friend requests” from people I have never met, and I
politely ignore them.
When I set up my account, I went into the privacy settings and made sure everything was set to ‘friends ’
only. I don’t allow my posts to be seen by ‘friends of friends ’because that will open the door to the rest of
the world. That will not make me feel safe. Any information about me is carefully protected so it can only
be seen by me, or by friends, depending on the kind of information.
Every now and again I will post something as ‘public’. That is usually because I want to share something
more widely than just my ‘friends ’group, and because I think it is something very important. Frequently
when I do this (and I don’t do it very often) I will get odd ‘friend ’requests from men, mostly in the USA,
often saying they are in the military. I ignore them and block them. Any time I have posted something and
chosen ‘public’, I will make sure the next post is back to ‘private ’again.
Sometimes I will find myself engaged in a discussion resulting from a ‘public ’post. Usually these are polite
exchanges of views, but very rarely someone will enter the discussion with the obvious intention of
bullying or being disruptive or objectionable. When this happens, I will go back and delete my original post.
That gets rid of everything, including the unpleasant troll. It’s my Facebook page, and I’m in charge of it.
Adverts appear from time to time, and sometimes they can be irritating. You will see three small dots in
the top right-hand corner of these ads. Click on those and you will be given the opportunity to hide these
ads and never see them again.
My Facebook page is filled with photos from friends, snippets of information about what they are up to,
interesting links to articles from Facebook groups that I have joined. These are what replace the coffee
with a friend at The General, the chat in the foyer of the Hub before a class and keep the threads of
friendship strong and connected.
Facebook for me is a happy place, filled with people about whom I care. It was a Godsend during
lockdowns. Don’t forget that we also have an Emerald U3A Facebook page where you can participate in
conversations and check up on what is happening.
Pat Buoncristiani
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Hills Hub Crafters
Our Wednesday gatherings are going along well. We have plenty of space to social distance and if anyone is
interested in doing their craft in a social atmosphere instead of home alone, please feel free to join us.
Of particular interest this week was Anne D returning from Western Australia and on board with her was a
fabulous quilt top, possibly a century old. The templates for the hexagons are from newspaper, and although
we couldn’t find a year date, further investigation of each piece may reveal it. This is particularly exciting
for quilt addicts. Suzanne Farr
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Book group has read the following two books

We are currently reading Milkman by Anna Burns
As always, opinions were varied but lively discussion surrounded both books opening up even further
insights, which we all really enjoy. The beauty of a book allowing so many perspectives to be possible.
Following afternoon tea, we contribute our reading, viewing and listening over the month. I will share some
of these with you. Being in the grips of chilly, wet days, this may provide some inspiration for you to pursue
and enjoy!
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Books
Migrations- Charlotte McConaghy
Viewing- SBS On Demand
Truganini- Cassandra Pylous
The Bluffs- Kyle Perry
Meeting Gorbachev
The Man Who Died Twice- Richard Osman
Keeping the Crown
Black Cloud- Sandi Wallace
Insight
Bruny- Heather Rose
The Donut King
The Binding- Bridget Collins
The Music of Silence
The Maid- Nita Prose
Holding
Devotion- Hannah Kent
Cobra
The Song of the Lark- Willa Cather
The Village
Old Pioneers-Willa Cather
Why Didn’t They Ask Evans?
On Chesil Beach- Ian McEwan
The Servant of the People
My Brilliant Friend (series)- Elana Ferante
The Therapist
The South- Colm Toibon
In Cold Blood- Truman Capote
The Birdman’s Wife - Melissa Ashley
One Hundred Years of Lenni and Margot- Marianne Cronin
Stravinsky’s Lunch- Drusilla Modjeska
Cloud Cuckoo Land- Anthony Doerr
The Other Side of Beautiful- Kim Lock
The Identity Crisis- Ben Elton
Apples Never Fall- Liane Moriarty
You Need to Know- Nicola Moriarty
Country- Bill Ramage and Bruce Pascoe
Daughter of the River Country- Dianne O’Brien
A Month of Sundays- Liz Byrski
Happy reading, viewing and listening everyone!
Tanya Cooke

Classical music concerts

🎵🎶🎵🎶🎵🎶🎵🎶🎵🎶
In order to be able to hear a variety of classical music, I have researched the various classical music providers
and venues in and around Melbourne. The group does not operate in the conventional manner of other U3A
classes. Rather, the concerts are on at a variety of days, times and venues. I book a group of tickets and
participants pay for their tickets through an internet banking transfer to me.
I thought I would start this group in the last six months of 2022 and treat it as a trial run. Around fifteen
people are interested in three concerts at Monsalvat in Eltham. I will also add a couple more concerts as
they come up in the next few months.

Anne Bartley
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Sumi-e すみえ in the Japanese class
Our Japanese class were treated to an afternoon of art and fun when we had a visiting tutor who showed us
the Japanese art of sumi-e painting. Our tutor Sonia sensei* introduced us to Roland sensei an expert at
sumi-e. Sumi means ink and e means painting. Some of you may have seen those beautiful Japanese ink
paintings which look so simple using just a few lines to create something wonderful. However we soon
learned that simple does not mean easy. Roland sensei took us through the rules, how to hold the brush,
how to twist the brush to create certain effects, how to load the brush with ink, and how our strokes must
be in a certain order. We began by painting lines and circles, then using those skills moved on to painting a
cat consisting of just five strokes. We next learned the strokes for painting bamboo and leaves. What is lovely
about sumi-e is that while there are rules, some things which we may think are incorrect are deemed to be
beautiful and enhance the work e.g. if your circle does not meet that is good, if your bamboo blots that is
also good. All these things make the work look more natural and relaxed. Once we realized that our
‘mistakes’ were a good thing we also relaxed and had lots of fun.
After tea break we moved on to calligraphy and learned the kanji characters for spring, summer, autumn
and winter. Very important to have each stroke in the correct order. At the end of the class we thanked
Roland sensei for coming and teaching us so much in such a short time. All agreed we had had a wonderful
and fun afternoon. Some of us produced some very nice work too. As a special surprise because it was during
school holidays we had two special guests, Sonia sensei’s daughter Poppy and her friend Noa who both
produced some lovely paintings. Our Japanese class is always a treat so a big thanks goes to Sonia sensei
who as well as teaching us Japanese always includes something that is interesting and fun. Arigatou Sonia
sensei and Roland sensei.
*sensei = teacher
Michele Bowmaker
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JAPANESE CLASS
I have been attending the Japanese class which is held every 2nd and 4th Friday. In the beginning I found it
difficult to comprehend all the Hiragana letters, but Sonia Sensei
gave us a set of cards with little messages on the back to help us
remember the letters. We have now been introduced to Kanji.
Well, this is a little harder to remember but we started with the
days of the week, months and seasons. Sonia Sensei is always
trying to find different ways to keep us interested. For our last
lesson before the school holidays, instead of having our lesson at
the Hub, the teacher took us to a Japanese restaurant in the city
so we can practice what we have previously learnt about eating
out in a Japanese restaurant. We learnt about the names of some
dishes, the correct and polite way to eat Japanese food, and how
to order food from the Japanese menu. At the restaurant, the
waiter spoke to us in simple Japanese (I believe Sonia Sensei told
him we are all new Nihongo students) We all managed to order
what we wanted (In Japanese). The food was delicious and we
all had a great time.. We are now looking forward to our next
Japanese restaurant outing. Here are photos of some of the
delicious food we had. Some dishes got eaten before I had time
to take a photo!
Connie Mifsud
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Cinema Classics in 2022
Cinema Classics is a group that meets monthly to view a movie of interest, usually, a movie produced some
time between 1930s - 60s although on special occasions we do view more recent movies. The program
consists of a first half featuring a selection of short films which may include a cartoon, or perhaps a serial
from the 40s - 50s.
The 2022 season has been wide and varied from the serious to low-brow comedy. We have watched ‘The
Maltese Falcon’, the classic Humphrey Bogart film noir. ‘Rent-A-Dick’, A low-brow British comedy from the
‘70’s. ‘Topsy Turvy’, a splendid Gilbert & Sullivan bio-pic centred around the creation of The Mikado.
‘Tommy’, the classic rock opera from The Who and wildly directed by Ken Russell. ‘All Is True’, the last years
of Shakespeare after his retirement from play writing. Lease of Life’, a heart-warming tale of an English
clergyman in post war Britain.
Coming up for future sessions, films include;
August 15th (or maybe, you’ve just missed it) – ‘Oh... Rosalinda!’ A Film by Powell and Pressburger who
made 'The Red Shoes in 1948 and "The Tales of Hoffman" in 1951. "Die Fledermaus" (The Bat) is the
pseudonym adopted by Dr. Falke (Anton Walbrook). Floating on the buoyant waltzes of Strauss, this
Viennese romp is sure to please. Disguises, tricks, and every kind of deception combine to reveal a wouldbe cheat in hot pursuit of his own wife, much to his chagrin. Silly, charming, always entertaining, always fun.
This is a movie version of "Die Fledermaus" set in post-war Vienna with the main protagonists of Dr. Falke
represented by the three occupying powers. This is not just a movie of a staged production, but a truly filmic
version of the operetta by Johann Strauss.

19th September 'High Noon' - On the day he gets married and hangs up his badge, Marshal Will Kane is told
that a man he sent to prison years before, Frank Miller, is returning on the noon train to exact his revenge.
Having initially decided to leave with his new spouse, Will decides he must go back and face Miller. However,
when he seeks the help of the townspeople he has protected for so long, they turn their backs on him. It
seems Kane may have to face Miller and the rest of his gang is alone.
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17th October - "Lars And The Real Girl" - Lars Lindstrom is an awkwardly shy young man in a small northern
town who finally brings home the girl of his dreams to his brother and sister-in-law's home. The only problem
is that she's not real - she's a sex doll Lars ordered off the Internet. But sex is not what Lars has in mind, but
rather a deep, meaningful relationship. His sister-in-law is worried for him, and his brother thinks he's nuts,
but eventually, the entire town goes along with his delusion in support of this sweet-natured boy that they've
always loved.

Suggestions for films from the group members are most welcome. During the current season the average
rating by group members for movies shown was over 4 stars out 5 with a number receiving close to a 5-star
rating.
If you are not a current member of the group, why not come along anyway and see what you think, if you
enjoy the experience, you can sign up as a permanent ‘Lounge Lizard’ and get your monthly movie fix.

Dale Allen – Cinema Classics
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Flowers the home and gifts
Our class is on a break at this time of year.
The garden is quite depleted of much to pick but a walk in the garden usually
surprises with a few treasures so that you can make something beautiful. The
ambience of a room can be transformed with a little attention to its aesthetics.
Go for a walk, look around, collect and see what you can find. Pieces of fallen
birches and other branches can be used in interesting ways. Make a nest with bare
weeping branches and use it as part of a table-scape
We will all be very excited to see our gardens emerge from their winter sleep. My
count down to the beginning of Spring has started.

Elaine Hahn
Tutor Flowers for the Home

Botanical Art Class - Mandi Keck
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Seven Centuries of Music: John Dowland’s Sweet Sorrow
‘Parting is such sweet sorrow ’lamented Juliet in Shakespeare’s tragic romance Romeo and Juliet. It has also
been a familiar lament in love songs over the years, and I can remember some that had been popular in my
youth, when I was a regular sufferer of heartbreak. Johnnie Ray, jokingly dubbed ‘The Prince of Wails’, had
sung about the sorrow of parting and the relief from having a good cry afterwards: ‘When your sweetheart
sends a letter of goodbye’, he wailed, ‘It’s no secret, you’ll feel better if you cry’. Elvis Presley had twisted
and sung about the same sorrow, recommending the Heartbreak Hotel as the best place to go for a cry when
your baby leaves you:
Although it’s always crowded
You still can find some room
For broken hearted lovers
To cry there in their gloom
Around that same time, I recall, Fats Domino had sung about the copious tears he had shed after a painful
parting, although did so more defiantly, blaming them on the woman who had said goodbye and shut the
door:
You made me cry when you said goodbye,
Ain’t that a shame,
My tears fell like rain.
Ain’t that a shame,
You’re the one to blame
Over the years, rivers of tears have flowed in similar songs. Presumably, these songs remain popular
because lost love is a sorrow that can be assuaged by listening to people sing about it. Whatever the reason,
the sorrow of parting has been a familiar theme of love songs throughout the ages, although none have been
more sorrowful than those of John Dowland (1563 – 1626).
John Dowland’s songs for single voice and lute exhibit the ‘art of melancholy ’that was so fashionable in his
time. Dowland was a contemporary of Shakespeare, and is often linked closely with him by being described
as ‘the Shakespeare of Songs’, or by featuring jointly with him in recitals or recordings of English Renaissance
poetry and music. His songs include In Darkness let me Dwell, I saw my Lady weep, and Now, oh now, I
needs must part, and their esteem among serious music lovers is due to a rare refined blend of intelligence
and feeling that we usually associate with Shakespeare, especially the love sonnets, or, more generally, with
Renaissance arts and manners. You must decide for yourself if this quality exists in Dowland’s music, but it
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can be discerned easily in his song lyrics, especially when they are compared with the comically banal
examples described earlier:
Now, oh now, I needs must part
Parting though I absent mourn,
Absence can no Joy impart:
Joy once fled cannot return.
While I live I needs must love,
Love lives not when Hope is gone.
Now at last Despair must prove,
Love divided loveth none.
Music preferences are subjective, so any claim that John Dowland’s love songs are superior to those in pop
music might be thought contentious or, worse, elitist. One cannot deny that many more people prefer
listening to pop music than to classical or serious music, but one might add that pop music preferences
change quickly: the songs and singers most preferred by listeners today might not be those most preferred
next year, or even next week. Pop music fame is usually fleeting. Johnnie Ray is long forgotten, and so,
unfortunately, is Fats Domino, and even Elvis is now more a figure of dress-up fun and parody than a singer
whose songs people still crave to hear. It seems remarkable, therefore, that John Dowland’s sweetly
sorrowful songs still attract listeners more than four centuries after his death. That must count for
something.
John Dowland - Now, Oh, Now I Needs Must Part (Andreas Scholl) (click on the link)
Eddie Vaughan

The Pacific, Captain Cook and Art.
This class uses the DVD “The Pacific in the Wake of Captain Cook” presented by Sam Neil.
Captain Cook’s first voyage was also the first time that scientists and
artists travelled with a ship’s crew in order to collect specimens and
create paintings of the new wonders they would see. Sam Neil
travels the Pacific and talks with the peoples of the islands that Cook
visited. They have a very different view of the Pacific and the impact
of Cook. My interest was to see what artworks were created and
how were they influenced by the rich artistic creations seen during
Cook’s voyages. Join me on Thursday mornings from 10.00 am12.00pm, beginning on August 4th. (a slight change from the
advertised time which was Thursday Afternoons after Helen’s class).
Anne Richardson
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Exploring Victoria 2
Exploring Victoria 2 has had 5 months of exploring so far this year. We started off in March visiting the
McClelland Gallery & Sculpture park, at Langwarrin. We wandered around looking at the incredibly diverse
range of sculptures. The discussion within the group was really interesting as we saw different things in the
sculptures and that gave the individual a wider perspective of each piece. We then had lunch in the
sunshine outside the restaurant.

In April we ventured down to Sorrento to catch the ferry across to Queenscliff. It was a lovely sunny day and
a very pleasant crossing. When we arrived, we had a short walk into the commercial part of the town where
there are some fine historic buildings and shopfronts. After a leisurely lunch we made our way back to the
ferry terminal and boarded the ferry for the return journey.

The month of May saw us enjoying the beautiful autumn colours of the Mount Macedon region. Our first
stop was Hanging Rock Cafe where we had a delightful morning tea. I had forewarned the group that there
would be two walking options at the Rock. After morning tea one group tackled the track up Hanging rock
and I was pleased there was no one called Miranda in the group. The rest of us walked around the base of
the rock. We decided against a picnic at Hanging Rock and checked our numbers again. We then drove into
Woodend and had lunch at a cafe. Lots of chatter and laughter ensured as we ate a delicious lunch.
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Bruno’s Art and Sculpture Park was visited in June. This sculpture park was completely different to the one
we visited in March. Bruno’s wonderful eclectic sculptures and garden areas were completely burnt out in
the Marysville bushfires of February 2009. Bruno led our group on a tour explaining the devastation of the
fire and how he had restored the park in the years after.
In July the group visited the Montsalvat art community in Eltham. After morning tea, they were taken on a
tour of the extensive grounds and buildings where various art forms are housed and performed.
The trips in the months of June and July were planned by me but in both cases I could not attend due to
illness. That did not stop this group of enthusiastic explorers. They followed my plan and dealt with the
inevitable last-minute eventualities that happen in groups. They kindly sent me photos showing that all
was going well. We have been traveling by car to each destination. No matter the distance there’s always
people willing to drive others when needed. It’s a great exploring, learning and social group.

Anne Bartley
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ART HISTORY
The Private Life of a Masterpiece
Piero della Francesca, Eugene Delacroix, Edvard Munch, Rembrandt Van Rijn, Pierre August Renoir, Leonardo
da Vinci-famous names-painters of masterpieces, and all studied over the last three months.
We have applied the fundamental questions that need to be asked when studying an artwork in depth: What
is the work, where, why, when and how was it made and in doing so we have discovered not only the “private
life” of the painting but also the private life of its maker.
We have travelled up and down the centuries from the Renaissance to the 20th century and discovered what
makes the works shown below such canons of excellence that they are worthy of the name ‘masterpiece’.
The Resurrection, circa 1470, Piero della Francesca (c.1415-1492)
What made this fresco groundbreaking in its day?

Liberty Leading the People, 1830
Eugene Delacroix (1798-1863)
What was the political significance of this
work? How involved was the artist in this
event?

The Scream, 1893, Edvard Munch (1863-1944)
What were the life experiences that led to Munch producing this disturbing
image? What art movement is it an example of?

The Night Watch, 1643
Rembrandt Van Rijn (1606-1669)
In what ways does this painting reflect Dutch
Society in the 17th century? What was The
Dutch Golden Age?

Dance at The Moulin de la Galette, 1876
Pierre Auguste Renoir (1841-1919)
What was the darker side of the Moulin de
la Galette? Why was Renoir
called ‘the happy painter?’

The Last Supper, 1495-1498, Leonardo da Vinci, (1492-1519)
The Last Supper was a very popular subject for 15th century artists. What
makes Leonardo’s work into a masterpiece? Just look at the disciples!
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And finally, a work that needs no introduction!
The Mona Lisa, 1503-1506, possibly continuing until 1517!
Leonardo’s patron never received it, it was with Leonardo when he
died in France in 1519. He is known to have been a perfectionist and
it is said that he constantly touched the painting up wanting to make it
into his master work but was never completely satisfied! By the way,
we have now discovered the secret behind her enigmatic smile!

Helen Waring

Winter Warmer

Friday, 29th July
A big thank you to all who attended this event and made it a success. After many apologies I was beginning
to wonder whether I would be drinking all the mulled wine myself! Clearly several of our members had
decided to enjoy their Winter Warmer somewhere further north.
Also, a big thank you to Bruce and Anne for providing the aforesaid mulled wine which proved to be very
popular which was no surprise as it was delicious!
It may have been cold outside but tasty cakes, hot drinks and good company all led to a super warm
atmosphere inside the Hub.
Helen Waring
Events Organiser
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History of Rock Class
I have recently been attending the History of Rock classes. This has been an amazing journey from the very
early days of Black American guitar music through to Blues, Jazz, Bluegrass. We have now reached Rock
including Chuck Berry and Elvis etc.
Some of our class members are musicians and others just love various music, especially Rock n Roll. We
have all had a great time listening and learning.
I am excited to see what future information we learn. Many thanks to Jon.
Sue Willis

Chuck Berry
Did you know that Chuck Berry’s previous
occupation was as a cosmetician.
He played country and blues style music
early on and recorded on tape a country
fiddle song called “Ida Red”.
https://youtu.be/jtbZ8dp2AIw
Muddy Waters passed this tape on to the
people at Chess Records who really liked
it.
They said they’d record it if Chuck
rewrote the song so that it could be
copyrighted.
Chuck came up with the song
“Maybellene ’(a popular brand of
cosmetics at the time).
The lyrics related to white teenagers with
its lyrics about Cadillacs and girlfriends.
https://youtu.be/pw7IJyJGJRg
In 1955 it sold over a million copies,
reaching number one on Billboard
magazine's rhythm and blues chart.
(When Berry first saw a copy of the ‘Maybellene’ record, he was surprised that two other
individuals, including DJ Alan Freed had been given writing credit; that would entitle them to some
of the royalties. After a court battle, Berry was able to regain full writing credit.)
Jon Snyder
Tutor
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Creative Writing Group
We have twelve members in this very friendly and supportive group. I would like to have more but we often
have so many pieces to hear after doing other activities that we go overtime. On one occasion, the two-hour
session became just short of a three-hour one! Stuart kicks off the session with the playing of an episode of
"My Word" which Frank Muir and Denis Norden presented on the BBC many years ago. Their pieces with
the all-important punch line are a brilliant example of creativity at its best. We move on to an actual writing
activity which can take anywhere between ten and thirty minutes to explain, write and hear. I marvel at how
the writers can instantly produce something very creative which is most appropriate, seeing that this is the
name of the group. We then go to the main part of the session whereby we hear the optional homework
pieces that have been written since the previous session. At the time of writing this article, here are the
homework topics that we have tackled so far this year:
1. Optimism, including some alliteration
2. Use one or more of the words suggested by members of which they are unsure of the meaning. (I still
have trouble with paradigm.) As a writing style, try to include some very short and/or fragmented sentences.
3. Use one, some or all of the foreign language words which have become a part of English e.g. encore. As
a writing style, try to include some very long sentences.
4. Fool / foolish / April Fool's Day / Fools Rush In / Fool's Gold etc
5. Silence
6. The Other Side
7. "I solemnly swear that I am up to no good." (a quotation from a Harry Potter book)
8. A hair-raising experience
9. "On a bicycle built for two".
10. Spuddle (If you don't know this word, look it up!)
11. Writing a piece with one or more deliberate construction errors in the plot
12. "It was of particular interest."
We sometimes have other pieces to hear which members have written which are not a homework piece. We
hear stories, poems, plays, factual articles and songs.
We take it in turns to set a new homework topic and adjourn to the cafe across the road for a chat and a
laugh. I look forward to the sessions and always wonder what on earth these creative people will have to
present to the group.
Peter Saunders
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From the Creative Writing Class
Ahh!- Saturday morning – sleep in – get the papers – late breakfast – a lazy bit of gardening – don’t have
to dress up for anything - potter around – takeaway pizza for dinner – a couple of craft beers – a slow
unwind from a hectic week.
And then I hear my beloved mention those dreaded Saturday morning words which I had come to fear
from long experience - ‘school fete’ – I slink back under the doona bracing myself for what is to come next.
‘I need you to take a cake for the stall in 30 minutes.’ It wasn’t that I dislike school fetes, it was the thought
of all that small talk with other parents, most of whom didn’t really want to be there, but most of all it was
the dreaded Ms. Stokes with her endless lists. Lists of what people had promised to bring, lists of what
people had promised to bring last year and didn’t, lists of people who didn’t turn up at all. She generated
spreadsheets like some people make up endless ‘to do’ lists – but she acted on them with a vicious streak.
‘What did you promise to bring this year?’- I called out – ‘I said I would bring a large sponge with lots of
strawberries on top’, was the response. ‘That sounds good - and I suppose you want me to take it to the
cake stall by 9.00 am’ – ‘yes please that would be good’ – ‘Have you made a sponge cake?’ I call out – ‘Oh
yes I have – it’s in the oven - I’ve been up since 7.00 while you have been lying in bed’ –the guilt – I sigh.
‘That’s good dear - hope it’s going well’ – ‘another 2 minutes more in the oven then I have got to decorate
it’ – ‘Did you promise this to Ms Stokes’ I ask - hoping she hadn’t – ‘oh yes it’s on her list’. I knew what was
coming next – ‘make sure she ticks it off’ – ‘Ok’ – how could I forget. I stumble out of bed and put some
clothes on, respectable enough for a quick dash to the fete – I could drop off the cake – make sure Ms
Stokes ticks it off the list and get away before I run into anyone l will have to talk to.
All of a sudden there is a piercing scream from the kitchen – it’s more than that it’s got the tone of a very
sad wail – I call out - ‘you ok?’– ‘it’s a disaster’ she yells – ‘a bloody disaster’. I look in the kitchen and there
on the table are two very seriously deflated sponges, the centre of each sponge is barely visible, the sides
look good, but they each look like a cushion that was asked to support a person way beyond their
capability. I try to console the situation but to no avail. I offer to confess to Ms Stokes that it was
something I did. She says – ‘think of something’. In a sort of inspired moment, I say ‘you could scrunch up a
lot of tissues and fill the space in between the layers - put the top sponge on and then ice over the whole
thing and put the strawberries on top.’ She looks at me – I know she thinks I’m nuts – adding ‘and that’s
going to go down well when they get the feedback from the parents about what they thought of the fete –
some poor parents comment will be - I bought a sponge cake full of scrunched up tissues’ – Mrs Stokes
gets her list out – ‘we’ll be named and shamed’. I realise the implications of my hasty suggestion. And then
I see a change of look coming across her face – she’s thought of something – ‘actually your idea may work
– you know when all those cakes are brought in all at once, they really have too many and not enough
room - they encourage some parents to buy a cake on the spot – so all you need to do is put the cake down
stand there for 20 seconds and pick up our cake and buy it – go out the back way, so Ms Stokes doesn’t see
you, and it’s all solved’. ‘Yes’ – I say – ‘sounds like a plan – but can we get the cake to work with tissues.’
She thinks – ‘It should do but we might need something to hold it up in the middle - more than tissues’. I
think – ‘what about we gently inflate a small balloon, put it in the hole in the middle just high enough and
then stuff tissues all around it to hold it in place, that will hold up the top layer’. ‘Ok let’s give it a go’ – she
says. It works a treat – with a mountain of strawberries on top, the cake looks great. Still time to get to the
fete - I head off. Ms Stokes nods and officiously ticks it off her list.
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There is a huge collection of cakes on the fete table – people are milling around – this will be easy just a
few more seconds, in the confusion no one will notice that I have bought my own cake. I’m reaching for
the wallet and there is a tap on my shoulder – I look around – ‘Oh hi Chip’ – its Bill Fryer, always known as
Chip to his mates – ‘I haven’t seen you for a while’ – and then he starts on about some issue – ‘Sorry Chip I
have to interrupt – Jean’s wanting me to buy a cake and have to get straight home we have a stack of
things to do today - excuse me’. I’ll catch you at the club later this week – no problem’. Chip interrupts –
‘I’ll see you tonight’ he says– ‘what do you mean’ I say. ‘We’ll see each other at dinner - you know that new
family that’s moved in around the corner from us, she evidently knows my Margaret and your Jean - we
are all invited for dinner’ – ‘Oh! Ok - well I’ll catch you then’. All that has only taken 30 seconds, I turn
around to grab the cake – my heart skips a beat - it’s not there – it’s gone – it must have been shifted – I
frantically scan the table I can’t see it - panic sets in – I pleadingly ask the cake stall organiser ‘did you see a
sponge with a lot of strawberries on top?’ – ‘Oh yes’ she replies, ‘a nice man, who I haven’t seen before,
bought it - he seemed in a big hurry’ – I gulped. What to do? - I can see it all now Ms Stokes will be on the
phone to Jean when the complaint comes in – ‘you supplied a cake with strawberries on top to the fete
with a balloon and tissues in it – we have a very upset parent – are you trying to play some sort of weird
joke’ and on and on she would go – threatening to name and shame in the school newsletter. From now on
anything we supply to the school fete will be under suspicion.
Well, there is nothing I can do - I drive home and sheepishly enter the kitchen – ‘’where’s the cake? - I relay
what has happened – there are tears, there are recriminations – ‘you only had one simple thing to do –
don’t you go blaming Chip Fryer’. She calms down – ‘well we both did it - we will have to face the music’.
Well - that went better than I thought. ‘Oh! by the way, Chip said that we are going to dinner tonight –
some new people’, ‘yes, I told you – you’ve forgotten again’. ‘We are going to the house of some people
who are new to the neighbourhood, just around the corner from Chip’s - she seems very nice'. ‘Everyone
has to bring a course – by the way you are making a casserole’ – ‘Oh am I’ – ‘yes you better get going on it’.
We arrive for dinner – me with my casserole - we are greeted by the new neighbours – they seem nice
enough, a bit gushing and pretentious – there is lively conversation and plenty of laughs, as each course is
consumed there are compliments to those who have prepared them – the comments aren’t too
forthcoming about my casserole – but that’s ok. Our new neighbour hosts announce it is time for dessert –
the husband says ‘she makes a great dessert - wait till you see this’ – she scurries to the kitchen and
emerges beaming and holding a very large sponge with a mountain of strawberries on top – there are oohs
and aahs at the prospect. Not for the first time today my heart skips a beat – I try to contain my myself - so
many thoughts rushing through my head at once – I glance over at Jean – I marvel at how she remains stoic
- there is not a sign on her face of her brain running to mush and the impending events, as the insides of
that damn sponge are revealed. The cake is now in the centre of the table – eyes eagerly consuming it – a
knife is picked up – not just any knife, but a knife with a very sharp point on the end of it – it is now being
poised over the cake about to be plunged in – I wince – I don’t know what to do – this is like a firing squad
– the knife will pierce the strawberries, then the cream, then the pancake like top sponge layer, it will go
straight through the tissues and puncture the balloon – it’s only a second away – I glance once more at
Jean – she has a distant determined look on her face - I decide to assume the same pose.
We solemnly stare - as we know we have been up to no good

Trevor Budge
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Watching Grass Grow
I have lived my entire life in the northeast corner of the garden, alongside the front gate, with a west
facing wall behind me. Wonderful spot. I am privy to the spirited conversations of young teens as they
make their way to and from the school bus; the puffing of passing cyclists as they reach the top of the hill;
the territorial stand offs of canines as their handlers manage the impact of meeting other canines; and
most importantly the comings and goings of my own household.
My current household are recent arrivals. Coming here just a few Autumns ago. They were tentative about
the garden making me feel they lacked experience. However, they continue to be enthusiastic enough and
we plants have survived several seasons of winter pruning and aren’t in such bad shape from it.
My major role in life is to produce succulent, sweet lemons to enhance the family’s cuisine. This I am
expert at and regularly receive favourable comment and praise for my efforts. I love the life I am privileged
to lead and hope to continue doing so for many harvests to come.
We plants, the inhabitants of this man-made environment, are a varied mixture of plants from all over the
world. Our various owner households have also been a mixed bunch. The results of course are that our
various outcomes are not particularly well orchestrated and over the seasons some of us have muscled
ourselves into positions best suited to our needs, more so than others. Every once in a while, we surprise
one another with a vibrant burst of something meaningful, colourful or downright glorious. Recently we
had choirs of daffodils of varied forms, take centre stage. Just popped their sweet, scented heads up all
over the place in and around clumps of white, yellow tongued lilies. As the lilies nodded off, a cacophony
of red headed tulips burst in on us. Meantime the Daphne surprised us after seasons of dormancy, bursting
forth with an ever so sweet takeover of the evening air.
Now I have to admit over many seasons, I have become an ardent admirer of my neighbour, across the
pavement. An exotic species of grass. So different to anything else around. Currently clipped back to an
ugly clump reminiscent of a clipped echidna, thanks to the household pruning effort. Very nearly lost to us,
I believe. The household were bent on exterminating the poor thing, not realising its potential. They had
set about with an array of tools, a wheelbarrow and all wearing gloves. They spent several events of
cutting, digging and pulling out all around us. Fortunately, the clump resisted complete annihilation. With
some vigour, they were bent on reducing the bulk in the entire garden, even to a large Skip, dumped
alongside me. Barrow load followed barrow load till the Skip spilt uncomfortably over me. I was none too
pleased about this.
Fortunately, their effort was distracted as they set about to tackle our resident Blackberry. Now,
Blackberry is so arrogant and hard to get along with. Popping up uninvited and spreading their thorny
tendrils wherever they choose. They will climb right over one if not restrained. The household put some
real effort into it, and I am pleased to see they continue to monitor them which gives the rest of us a real
chance. This big effort left them reasonably satisfied thank goodness or there may have been very little
left. In time we all regained our vigour, thankful for the additional space created around ourselves. Giving
us room to reach more of our potential.
Then as the weather warmed up we were all in for a big surprise. My neighbour from across the pavement
truly came into its own. Those exotic grass shafts, protruding from that ugly clump, stretched out their
tendrils. They lengthened to beyond a metre in length and gently bowed away from one another in the
most appealing formations. Each tendril producing a pod of the finest proportions. The colour slowly
evolved from coarse green to an ethereal sandstone tone, whereupon the seed began to disperse in the
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loveliest spinning top forms. The remnant shafts lent an air of magic to the whole as the evening light and
air sent a shiver through our patch.
The household appear to have been as affected as we as I now observe they appear to be allowing the new
grass plants to strike. The whole is so appealing and so different to my production. Now as the weather
appears to be moving toward the warmer seasons, I await my season for watching this wondrous grass
grow for all our pleasure.
Helen Geddes

Play Readings Group
This is a group of thirteen and into its second year. The members are very enthusiastic in their approach to
reading a role in the plays which we read aloud together. At the time of writing this, here are the plays which
we have read this year:
1. "The Importance of Being Earnest" by Oscar Wilde
2. "An Ideal Husband" by Oscar Wilde
3. "Vietnam Sunrise" by John Carpenter (one of our members!)
4. "An Air For Murder"
5. "The Seagull" by Anton Chekhov (the first half only)
6. "The Man of Destiny" by George Bernard Shaw
7. some short plays by me
8. "An Inspector Calls" by JB Priestley
We talk about the play and characters after finishing reading. I am very impressed with the members who
are virtually "flying blind" when reading, especially at the start of the plays, not really knowing who their
character is or what plot is about to unfold. They quickly work it out and we have a play performance emerge
in our circle of readers. I look forward to these sessions and enjoy them very much.
Peter Saunders
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WINE APPRECIATION, Tutor: Henk van den Bergen
We are a small group of people linked by our mutual enthusiasm for the produce of winemakers
everywhere. We come with varying levels of knowledge on the subject and wildly differing personal tastes,
but all of us enjoy the learnings with each class.
This year we have been visiting wineries – Paternoster Wines, Yering Station, Seville Hill Winery and
Emersleigh Estate. The winemakers all have such passion for the process. They’re fully immersed in the
world of winemaking… and there is so much involved!
At the Hub, Henk has tested us on both smell and taste. He was quite gleeful when he announced one
week that we would be doing a ‘sniffing test’! He followed that up with a blind tasting that involved
sipping from black glasses in a dimly lit room which made it impossible to see if the wine was red or white.
I think a few egos suffered some bruising during those two sessions…I know mine did. As for the tricks
Henk plays, well I wouldn’t want to spoil his fun in case a reader joins our group in the future and does
similar exercises.
Multiple-choice quizzes are always educational. They are more like homework set to be ‘marked’ during
class. Winemaking has such an element of art to it, in addition to variables, science and source product.
Then there’s Henk’s occasional deliberately vague questions and the possibility that any number of the
answers provided will be correct – just one, maybe two, even three - or, ‘all of the above!’ Despite the rule
of ‘no correspondence being entered into’ there is usually lively debate as to the accuracy of the correct
answer. We have such good fun, and that’s before the sipping starts!
I confidently speak for us all when I say Henk makes the learning a joy. Thankyou Henk.
Heather Bishop,
Member since 2021; still a novice.
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CALLIGRAPHY 2022
Well, here we are again, playing catch-up, as we haven’t put out any newsletter articles for a while from
Calligraphy. We’ve had several of our lessons on Zoom but the rest have been face-to-face, which is
wonderful. Since the photo below was taken, we have had another newcomer to the group, Judy.
Many lessons start with patterns, just to get the writing hand into gear
and also to get the ink flowing. These pattens are either parts of the
letters being studied or pen manipulation exercises.
When starting a new script the alphabet is usually broken down into
families of letters that start the same e.g. for Uncial the Round Family
is taught first o, e, c, d, g and q.
Norma’s patterning
The different groups have been learning different hands, but I have tried to
put some groups together to make it easier.
The Beginners group have been, and in some cases still are, learning the
Uncial hand which was the ancient script used to write the Book of Kells.
Those in Group 1 have been learning
Skeleton Roman Capitals where the
letter dimension is based on a
square, or part thereof for
different sized letters.
Tanya

Anne R

Group 2 and 3 concentrated on writing Skeleton Roman Minuscules
which look simple but are quite difficult to perfect. Once again these
are based on a square with verticals and circles to form the letters.
Norma Pugh

Jeanette

Saw Eng
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Groups 1 and 2 teamed together and are learning Pointed Gothic minuscules. It is quite a difficult hand but
the groups are coping very well.

1. Tanya Gail 30/5

Tanya
Anne R
Using a curved line to write on is another skill that has been taught.

Anne R

Mandy

Gail

Saw Eng

]
Saw Eng

Tanya

Kay

Saw Eng
It has been a busy time with many twists and turns, literally. Lots and lots of
practice has gone into perfecting the different letters in each hand/script.
The calligraphic journey continues!

Nola Bianco
Tutor
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Genealogy
The first months of the year have been a bit hit and miss. There have been holidays, sickness, and
grandchildren to be minded. However, every meeting we are never short of interesting sessions, be it new
sites to look at, history – a study of that teaches you a lot about your ancestors and vice versa, convicts,
migrants and tragedies, new Lines and wrong lines.
Anne gave us an interesting introduction to some Irish sites, and a jogging of the memory of the Old Familiar
ones.
Ron has produced some very interesting photos of historical Melbourne where his ancestor had a shop in
Bourke St.
We
always
have
questions
regarding
probate, records, both
church and civil, and
there
is
always
someone who can give
an answer and help.
During the holiday
meeting several of us
had a look at our archaic
DNA on Gedmatch. This
is a listing of DNA results
taken from ancient
human remains in the caves, peat bogs, ice flows, as mankind moved out across Asia and Europe.
Running a kit number of one’s own DNA sample gives a breakdown of matches across the chromosomes.
Was your ancestor a hunter-gather from Motala, Sweden, over 7,000 years ago, or did you match the DNA
sample from the Neolithic Bronze Age in Esperstedt, Germany, over 4,000 years ago? How about the Otzi
Ice man in the Italian Alps, Tisenjoch , 5.000years ago? Maybe you match the Cambridgshire Oakington of
the 4th-5th Century – definitely Anglo-Saxon.
Odds-on you would match all of the above and many, many more - not on every chromosome, a bit here
and there.
The DNA test that is taken of our body cells by those well publicised companies is mostly autosomal – which
means matches in about 8 generations, if you are lucky or 4-6 if you haven't gone far on your tree. It
represents about 1.5% of the total DNA, and the rest of it is made up of ancient DNA, Y-.Gene and MtDNA,
and broken links, genetic diseases, and other rubbish.
If you have taken a DNA test, download it from the parent site and lodge it on Gedmatch. Then search Archaic
DNA. Who knows – you might have a bit of Neandertal or Neo-Lithic bronze Age in your DNA!
Hilary Thomas
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PHOTOGRAPHY
This year we began by running two photography
classes during terms 1 and 2. Photography for
Beginners was held weekly in Term 1 and twice a
month in Term 2. The other class is continuing, twice
monthly for the rest of the year.
The members who joined the Beginners’ class
expressed the sentiment that they had learned a lot,
and some of them have now joined the on-going
group.
We’ve photographed a variety of
subjects, including local scenery,
each other, the architecture of
the hub, fungi and flowers.
We’ve had lots of fun, shared experiences and photos, practised specific skills and as
always have learned from each other. Above is Emerald Lake Park by Pauline Van de
Pavoordt and at right, Sticky Date Pudding by Cathy Foster.
For our most recent class we had the benefit of a
presentation on Photo Essays, a type of photo journalism, by
retired and highly experienced local photographer,
Christopher Tabecki. Members have now been set the
interesting challenge of creating their own photo essay by
July 27th.
We have a number of outings and
special sessions planned for the rest of the year,
including, hopefully a city trip when the weather
improves, so lots more photo opportunities to come.
At left is a photo by Wendy Allen, taken inside the
Bendigo Gallery. Lake Mulwala at right is by
Elizabeth Streeter
Members of the classes have
shown so many great photos too
many of course to include here.
This one, Golden Monkey, by Henk
Van den Bergen was shot,
figuratively speaking, in Africa, but
not on one of our Wednesday
outings!
Finally, I’d like to acknowledge the achievement of one of our
“beginning” photographers, Marilyn Spencer. Marilyn entered this
image, Lake Tyrrell, in the Hills Photography Society’s recent public
competition i.e. non-members of the camera club. Marilyn’s prize was the printing and framing of her work
by Emerad Custom Framing. Congratulations Marilyn.
Paul Bianco
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Musicians Sharing Group Winter Concert
On the last Tuesday morning of Term 2, our group was joined by Over the Hills Singers to present a concert
to an appreciative audience of family and friends.
Our opening item was Prelude to Te Deum by
Charpentier, better known as the Eurovision Hymn.
Other pieces by the group included Blackbird, Cesar Cui
Orientale, a Mozart Minuet, Bridge Over Troubled Water
and finally Schubert Marche Militaire No.1. This mixture
of classical and modern pieces was very well received by
our enthusiastic audience.
The Choir contributed Pachelbel Canon and Leonard
Cohen Hallelujah both to the delight of all.
The two groups combined to perform Wellerman, a sea
shanty made popular in recent years.
Interspersed between these items, various smaller
groups played and sang a wonderful variety of duets,
trios and quartets. Our twice monthly “solo” sessions are
a very popular element of the Musicians Sharing Group’s activities.
Amongst many complimentary comments was a recurring theme of “you all look as if you are really enjoying
ourselves” – what better words could we hope to hear?
Musicians Sharing Group.
Missing when this photo was
taken - Jan Allen [recorder],
Barry O’Neill [guitar] and Ros
Winter [percussion]

Over the Hills Singers
conducted by Ros Winter

Robyn Sorensen
Music tutor

Can you find the movie one by double clicking on
the following? Photos courtesy of Heather Bishop
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EXPLORING VICTORIA
If I have learnt anything this year it is - don't change your plans due to an inclement weather forecast, and
work with what you have. With that knowledge we embarked on our journey to Warrandyte on what was
predicted to be severe weather, cold, rain and possible snow showers only to be greeted with a glorious
sunny Autumn Day. What a relief!!
In 1851 a small amount of gold was found in Warrandyte at about the same time as gold was discovered in
Creswick. Thus began the gold fever that took hold of our state. However, only small amounts were ever
found in this area compared to Ballarat and Bendigo but this didn't stop many people continuing to search
for their fortune for many years to come
To discover more of the history of Warrandyte we started our day at Pound Bend Reserve to look at a
tunnel created in 1870 by a public company floated by David Mitchell father of our very own Dame Nellie
Melba. This extraordinary feat of engineering over 145 metres long and 6 metres deep enabled them to
change the path of the Yarra Rver thereby allowing miners to pan for alluvial gold in the 5 mile stretch of
the drained river bend. Unfortunately, very little gold was found and by 1872 they had only just covered
the costs of the tunnel.
We then drove back to Warrandyte Main Street to have our morning tea before we set off for a short walk
along the beautiful Yarra River to Warrandyte Historical Society which is housed in an original cottage on
the bank of the river. Here we learnt more about the history of Warrandyte from one of the volunteers
that runs the society.
Next door to the WHS housed in a former church, is Stonehouse Gallery, which is celebrating its fiftieth
anniversary this year. In recent history, Warrandyte has been known for its wonderful potters and artists
and there is a great array of works by many local artists on display here. The gallery was originally formed
by a cooperative of potters.
We finished our day with a yummy lunch at Stonehouse
Cafe. Just by coincidence this is the site where the
gallery was originally housed.
Happy exploring.
Sandy Meyers
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Coming Exhibition at the Hub
Next month from 16/8/2022 to 5/9/2022 I will exhibit 28 paintings 22 of my Melbourne series in the Art
room at the Hub upstairs and 6 of painting from nature series in the meeting room. A total of 28 My
Melbourne paintings are my latest ones and on
few of them I introduce some characters of
Commedia dell’Arte These are comedians from
Italy in the 15th century, Arlechino is one of them.
Central
Melbourne
fascinates
me.The
transformation of the city in the last two decades
is beyond what anyone could have ever imagined.
I look into Melbourne from a retired architect’s
perspective.
How
buildings
impact
on
their immediate surroundings. How old and new
stand side by side. Do they change the historical
character of the street? Does the human get lost in
this new environment? etc. The viewers obviously
will see them from other perspectives. That’s the
beauty of art. I’ll be in the art room painting at
least two days a week. Anyone is welcome to Look
at my work and I ask me questions. I look forward
to it
Ciao
Aldo Belemo
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Nothing Ventured, Nothing Gained
From 2000 until 2005 I had the joy of being the principal of a primary school in Virginia, USA. My kids
mostly came from very poor, frequently single parent families and over 95% were African American. During
my first year I had the opportunity to attend a conference where one of the speakers was Peter Yarrow, of
Peter, Paul and Mary. He had set up a non-profit organisation to counter bullying called Operation Respect.
At the end of his talk he brought out his guitar and invited people from the audience to come up on stage
with him and sing Puff The Magic Dragon. Oddly no one moved. I was sitting close to the front so I decided
to start things off and then several people followed me. It was thrill enough to sing alongside Peter, even
more, to find he had put his email address on the program I had taken up with me.
I thought nothing more of this until a couple of years later I learned that Peter Paul and Mary were
performing in Norfolk, only a few miles away from my school. So many harsh, untrue rumours flew about
concerning my school. I had worked hard to improve our image, to publicise all the good things we had
done. Imagine, I thought, how it would make the school community feel if Peter Paul and Mary visited the
school?
Believing that nothing ventured is nothing gained, I looked out Peter Yarrow’s email address and wrote to
him. In reality I think I expected nothing. I described my school to him, the hurdles my kids were facing in
life, the spirit they demonstrated and the potential I saw in them if I could only get them to believe in
themselves.
Several weeks later I received a reply from his personal assistant. She said that Peter had been moved by
my words and would like to do something. They would only be in Norfolk for the one performance and
would be leaving early the next morning. He offered me six free tickets for kids and enough for a couple of
adults and someone to video the whole thing. Peter said he would spend some time with us in the green
room before and after the performance too.
What an amazing evening it was. We spent almost an hour with Peter before the show and he taught all
the kids how to sing Puff. After the concert he gathered us again in the green room and had his photo
taken with each child individually. Perhaps we should have been a little more aware of the backdrop to the
photos!
I always thought I wanted to be like Mary Travers. She was so beautiful, so strong looking and with a
magical voice. I was so fortunate to have attended this, one of her last appearances. She was frail, walking
with the aid of a stick, but her voice was still strong and true.
Here are some photos of an evening I will never forget.
Please click on this link for more Peter, Paul and Mary and ….
Pat Buoncristiani
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ODE DE TOILETTE

‘ NOUVEAU’

Arrived at last - bonjour ’ oui, oui ,
polished and gleaming for all to see
dropped into position from above
an asset we will cherish and love.
No need to go now before you come
with a roof upon it - sit shaded from the sun
a new innovation - this one’s unisex ……
much more convenient than our old ex.
It looks smaller - please enter one at a timeyet in the new hub , four in the gents is fine !
with electric technology at any time use
except in a storm it might blow a fuse.
Its been so long to get this new dunny
so please don’t graffitti , it won’t be funny
brown sage green with background blends
such beautiful surrounds it truly transcends.
InfatuaTed

Ted Horton
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Auntie K’s Agony Column
Dear Auntie K,
I have a problem with my elderly aunt who keeps sending me inappropriate items that she seems to think I
would like. She started off with a see through nightie, then came a T shirt with HANDS OFF TILL YOU HAVE
SANITISED THEM scrawled across the front. Then came socks with coloured swear words written all over
them. The final straw, last week ,was when a purple G-string arrived with a picture of Donald Trump on the
front .The parcel had unfortunately broken open and caused much sniggering from the post office girls. I
was so embarrassed and feel I can’t go into the post office again. I could send the items back, but don’t
want to hurt my aunt who is 97 and has always been close to me
I M Frazzled
Ferny Creek
Dear Ms Frazzled
I don’t think you have a problem at all.
Firstly, the post office girls were probably jealous of your present as no one may ever have sent them
something quite as exciting.
Secondly you have a very simple and lucrative answer to your worries.
Put all your unwanted items on eBay and watch the bids come in. The Donald Trump G-string should fetch a
tidy amount on its own. Unless she is an eBay addict, your aunt will be none the wiser and you could use the
money to buy something luxurious in your own taste. A fur covered hot water bottle or a new beige cardigan.
Best wishes
Auntie Kay

Rebirth
Psychoanalysis must be like this.
First, a shifting of perspectives,
the grinding of great machines.
Then, as whole philosophies are swept aside,
the darkness lightens and the debris of years is revealed.
Like an onion, layer by layer, more is removed
until at last we reach the primal level.
With an energy tinged with sadness
the last traces of doubt are swept away.
A new world is ready.
I must clean the garage more often.

Tony Fairbridge
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A Short Story: Who were they?
A young couple who met and married in Adelaide. Jack was born in Kalgoorlie in 1902 to a devout Irish
catholic mother, a non-religious “Aussie” father and 4 siblings. After completing secondary school, he was
obliged to devote himself to the church so spent the next 4 years at the Seminary in the Blue Mountains
NSW before rejecting religion to take up teaching.
Sheila was born in Adelaide in 1906, the older of two girls born to catholic parents. After finishing her
studies at Unley High School she attended Teachers College at Adelaide University and studied the
Montessori teaching method; she also rejected religion. She had a magnificent contralto voice but despite
an offer to travel to Italy to further her singing career, her Irish father and French mother forbad it.
Not surprisingly, after marrying, this couple were eager to leave “small town” Adelaide and the restrictions
imposed by both sets of parents, so opted to accept appointments to teach in small rural schools in
country Victoria. In 1940 3 kids later, Jack was appointed to a Head Teachers position at Serviceton School.
These were war years!
Ration cards, no luxuries, limited access to petrol, food and a dependence on home grown fruit and
vegetables which was traded within the town. Serviceton was the railway and road access to Darwin which
was bombed in 1942. Consequently, troops travelling north in convoys were bedded down at the railway
station or in the school room. Hot food was provided by local women and men who were not serving with
the defence forces or needed at home, who cooked huge amounts of stew and soup in coppers installed
on the platform at the railway station.
Serviceton School became a hub-making hammocks, food parcels for the U.K, knitting socks and any other
endeavour to support the war effort and where possible, caring for and supporting the troops who were
on their way to or from Darwin and its surrounds. The school and the school house had soldiers sleeping in
sheds, on the verandah and at times in the house, or the underground air-raid shelter just yards away. As
this couple had chickens, milked two cows to provide home made butter/cream/milk and a large fruit and
vegetable garden, they were able to add to the supplies being offered at the Station.
Jack and Sheila taught all grades in the one room, all kids were welcome including not enrolled Aboriginal
kids from transient groups who lived out of town often bringing their younger not school-age siblings. A
bending of the rules-not always approved by a few of the more conservative wheat and sheep farmers.
Jack and Sheila’s concern and care for people less fortunate, be they swaggies, indigenous families on the
move, out of luck travellers or poverty affected people was the start of a lifetime of community
involvement and social welfare strategies.
In 1947-Jack applied for and accepted the appointment as Head Teacher to Cockatoo Primary School
mainly to be closer for higher educational facilities for the three girls. The change was abrupt, confronting
and an enormous challenge not least of all was no schoolhouse provided. They had little money and had to
borrow from Jack’s sister to buy a house.
No electricity, only one tank for water, no telephone, no heating, no sewerage- only a four roomed ‘hills
shack” on a heavily timbered sloping block and a one roomed school perched on top of a steep hill.
A small low income rather impoverished town where most people were involved in timber cutting,
potato/flower growing or were people who had needed to find a place where they would be less visible for
a variety of reasons.
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Jack and Sheila soon became involved in social welfare and support for the less fortunate. They spent the
rest of their lives teaching, encouraging students to see beyond the immediate strictures in such a small
town. Exposing children to formerly unknown opportunities providing information regarding social
inequality issues, welfare, politics, international information, music, social issues, values, respect and
human rights as well as the three R’s.
In later years, Jack was transferred to Monbulk High School to teach Maths for his final years as a teacher
while also working on the committee to select the land for the proposed Emerald Secondary College and
serving on the Council at the now closed Ferntree Gully Technical School. Meantime Sheila was integral to
the establishment of the Cockatoo Bush Nursing Centre and worked on other committees which provided
support for children and families in need.
Their integrity, honesty and perseverance were never in doubt, an immensely valuable contribution to
teaching, social welfare strategies and care for the community.
Who were they?
They were my Mum and Dad.

Llannah Atherton
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Travelling Woes
Anne and I recently
booked with a company
to join a tour in South
Australia which included a
flight over Lake Eyre.
Flying over Lake Eyre
when it has water flowing
into it has been on our
bucket list.
We drove our car to
Adelaide and left it in the hotel car park.
The tour leader picked us up from the
hotel and we headed towards the
Flinders Ranges then to Marree.
Unfortunately, I tested positive for
Covid on the third night. The flight over
Lake Eyre was scheduled for the next
day.
We were advised by the tour company
that Anne and I could isolate in Marree
for 7 days. This small town has one
servo/cafe and a caravan park.
The accommodation we had was a
container with no windows and no TV
or else we could put up a tent.
Our other options were to hire a car
truck, bike or even a camel to get back
to Adelaide which was 600 kms away.
Fortunately, a transport company based
in Victor Harbour sent a car and driver
to Marree to pick us up.
We didn’t take out any insurance so we
are now living on bread and water for
the next 3 weeks to cover the transport
cost. Given the problems if you get
Covid on a tour, one needs to at least
take out some insurance or only holiday
in your own car.

Dick Bartley
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THUNDERSTORM
Shrubs sprawl top-heavy
with weight of falling water,
ferns lift exulting fronds.
Plants snatched from desert
yearn for their clean dry heat
as roots rot in sticky mud.
Streams gurgle with delight,
tug gleefully at sodden banks,
welcome mossy clumps
embracing them to sink
in swirling brown pools
patterned with a multitude of rings
Frogs give voice rejoicing.
Burrowing creatures creep
from flooding homes to search
in vain, for sheltering grasses
sprawl under droplets belting
to hammer them into mud.
Thirsting trees drink deep,
swaying to fling wild tresses
in response to the crack and boom
of thunder reverberating
over fogged hilltops and
along drenched valleys.
This is no welcome blessing,
no shower. Untamed, this downpour
is violence ever dreaded,
lashing burgeoning new growth,
trees toppled and smashed
by life-giving, death-dealing storm.
Unwilling clouds surge slowly past
Revealing peaceful wreckage.
Dorothy Williams
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Peter’s Charity Haircut
I would like thank those U3A members who donated to charity for my recent haircut. I raised $451, much of
it from generous U3A members. The ponytail of 3 years has gone, along with the long other bits. Here are
some before and after photos to make a comparison. I hope the cutters enjoyed the enthusiastic job which
they did. I can assure you that our winter winds can indeed be very cold. My beanies are having a lot of use.
I have gained a good five minutes a day by not having to comb out all the many knots. Long live short hair!
Peter Saunders
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Snugglepot and Cuddlepie
Did your parents read you this classic Australian children’s story in the mists of
time past?
May Gibbs’s marvellous 1914 creation – the gumnut world with its tiny heroes
and heroines and deliciously villainous villains have fascinated generations of
children. Gumnuts at the races, at the ballet, and dancing at balls are some
scenes that have delighted us all. May Gibbs was a wonderful artist who
illustrated all her books.
Perhaps, like me you were haunted by the villainous
Banksia Men. Did they also visit you in your sleep?

Clearly, The Bad Banksia Men left a deep impression upon Kay and 70 years later she has transformed
them into fun loving, whimsical bad banksia women. Click the link and enjoy. The Bad Banksia Women

Mac Craig
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Meet Your U3A Emerald Committee 2022

Bruce Richardson - Membership Database Manager

Pat Buoncristiani - President
I spent much of my life raising two wonderful kids and
working as an educator in England, Australia and America.
Post retirement I divide my time between U3A, painting,
reading, writing and looking at clouds. When I can, I travel.

Bruce is a retired University Academic, who specialised in
marine pollution studies. Born in New Zealand, he has lived
and worked in Australia (where he’s now a citizen) and Hong
Kong, retiring to Menzies Creek in 2015. He currently acts as
the Membership and Timetable co-ordinator for Emerald
U3A and tutors the course “Spotlight on the Environment”.

Anne Richardson - Secretary

Dale Allen - Vice President
General duties include the taking of the minutes for all U3A
committee and general meetings, standing in for the
President in her absence along with other tasks as may arise.
Dale comes from a background in printing paper
manufacturing and latterly Hot Air Ballooning as a pilot and
ultimately as an organisation administrator. Hobbies include
movies, 3D photography, classic cars and cameras and
soaking up useless information.

Anne is a retired Special School Principal and Behaviour
Consultant. Born a kiwi, and now an Australian citizen, she
has worked across the school spectrum from kindergarten to
primary and secondary levels in Australia and Hong Kong.
Retired to Menzies Creek and loves the U3A Community.
She currently is the U3A Secretary and tutors a short course
on “The Pacific, Captain Cook and Art”.

Maurice Lean – Treasurer
Maurice joined Emerald U3A in 2015 as a student of
Philosophy and Italian, taking over from Alan Zubec as
Treasurer in late 2020. As Alan had established sound
procedures and good accounting practice, it has been a
simple matter for Maurice to continue in Alan’s footsteps,
ensuring that the funds are managed well and used for the
benefit of members.

Helen Waring – Events Coordinator
I have been involved with U3A Emerald for almost eight
years now and with U3As in general for sixteen years. At
present I am the Events Coordinator and am also involved in
tutoring in Art History

Mal Bowmaker - Program Manager
My first encounter with U3A was the Working with Wood
class which was in the green shed in Nobelius Park. I soon
followed this with Current Affairs and now I attend 7 classes!
Combined with several years on the Committee and a few
years as President, you can say I’m pretty much hooked.

Ray Schmidt - Assets and Maintenance
I have been on the committee for about 15 years now as I
enjoy being involved in community affairs. I also run the
Yoga program, am on the EVA Committee, started Mt
Burnett Observatory, and with Linda Andrews, run the Table
Tennis group. I feel that exercising the mind and body as well
as providing opportunities for socialisation are what U3A
does exceptionally well.

Heather Bishop – Marketing Manager

Jon Snyder – Website, Email and Data Security

Heather has had a long successful career in commercial
lending with two of the big-4 banks, but don’t hold it against
her! In her life as a grateful retiree, she is our Marketing
manager, who brings new ideas and challenges old ones.
She’s a champion of the U3A for the benefits it gives.

I have come from a background that includes teaching. After
a couple of years of participating in our U3A classes, I was
elected to the Committee of Management. The main areas
that I’m involved with on the committee include maintaining
our website, email services and helping in other ways such
as accessing audio visual equipment. At present I also
coordinate the Philosophy classes, and tutor in a class
focussed on the history of popular music in the 20th century.
Along with this I enjoy participating in other classes on offer.

A note from the editor
I hope you have as much enjoyment reading our newsletter as I
have had putting it together.
Kind Regards
Mac
PO Box 84 Kallista 3791

m.craig01@bigpond.com
0425 789 556
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